2014 chevy sonic rs

The Chevrolet Sonic is one of our top picks for a subcompact sedan or hatchback thanks to its
blend of power, comfort and feature availability. When it comes to the subcompact Chevrolet
Sonic, a bit of memory loss will serve you well. This American-built small sedan and hatchback
are every bit as appealing as anything from the import brands that have dominated this segment
for years. In fact, the Sonic is good enough to make you forget all of the small Chevy models
like the seriously subpar Aveo that came before it. Offered as a four-door sedan or four-door
hatchback, the Chevy Sonic feels more refined and substantial than many other subcompact
offerings. An optional 1. The well-tuned suspension provides steady handling without a
noticeable sacrifice in ride comfort -- call it a junior-size Volkswagen Golf and you won't be far
off. And with its firmer suspension and slick six-speed manual gearbox, the sportier Sonic RS
model can be downright fun to drive. Inside, the interior offers comfortable accommodations,
with a backseat that's more adult-friendly than you might expect in a car this size. The Sonic
can be equipped with a wide array of options, too, including an up-to-date touchscreen
electronics interface and, for , new lane departure and collision warning systems that bolster
the car's already impressive safety credentials. Of course, the Chevy Sonic isn't the only
appealing subcompact on the market. We also like the Ford Fiesta for its refined road manners
and the Hyundai Accent and related Kia Rio for its strong value. The Honda Fit hatchback
remains a strong candidate if you regularly haul bulky items due to its unmatched interior
flexibility. Even in this group, though, the Chevy Sonic stands out for its impressive
combination of performance, safety and value. The Chevrolet Sonic is offered in sedan and
four-door hatchback body styles, both of which can seat five passengers. The hatchback also
gets a rear cargo shelf. The Wheels and Foglamp option package adds inch alloys and foglights,
while the LT Promotional package bundles foglights, a sunroof and Chevrolet's MyLink
touchscreen audio system. Moving up to the top-of-the-line LTZ gets you inch alloy wheels,
foglights, chrome exterior trim, leatherette premium vinyl upholstery, heated front seats, a
leather-wrapped steering wheel, a rearview camera and the Chevrolet MyLink system optional
on the LS and LT that deletes the CD player and adds a 7-inch touchscreen interface and
smartphone app integration. These two trim levels are also available with the Advanced Safety
package, which includes forward collision and lane departure warning systems. The standard
engine on most Chevy Sonic models is a 1. A five-speed manual transmission, which includes a
hill holder feature, is standard, and a six-speed automatic is available as an option. Both sets
are below average for the subcompact segment. A turbocharged 1. Though its hp output is the
same as the base engine, it feels more potent, thanks to its lb-ft of torque. A six-speed manual
transmission is standard, while a six-speed automatic transmission is optional. In Edmunds
performance testing, a Sonic LTZ hatchback with the turbo engine and manual transmission
went from zero to 60 in 8. However, during a yearlong Edmunds test of a Sonic with the turbo
engine, we found it difficult to match those fuel economy estimates in real-world driving. The
Sonic RS comes standard with the turbocharged engine. It also has the same six-speed
transmission choices as the LT and the LTZ, though the gearing is slightly different to provide
quicker acceleration. There are also knee airbags for front seat occupants, front seat
side-impact airbags and side curtain airbags. The Advanced Safety package option, which
includes forward collision warning alerting the driver about impending head-on collisions and
lane departure warning systems, is also offered on all but the entry-level LS. Also standard is
OnStar, which includes automatic crash notification, on-demand roadside assistance, an
emergency button, stolen vehicle locator and active intervention, and remote door unlock.
Edmunds brake testing found a Sonic LTZ turbo came to a stop from 60 mph in feet, an average
distance for this segment. In government crash tests the Sonic received a perfect five stars for
overall protection, with five stars for overall frontal protection and five stars for overall side
protection. The Sonic received a top score of "Good" in the Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety's moderate-overlap frontal-offset, side-impact and roof-strength crash tests. On the road
the Chevrolet Sonic feels more solid and refined than other subcompact sedans and
hatchbacks. Similar to European cars like the VW Golf, it handles well around turns, yet it also
rides well enough that long road trips are a viable proposition. Nicely weighted steering
completes the package. While both of the available engines offer decent performance, the
turbocharged 1. The fact that it also delivers better fuel economy makes it even easier to justify
the extra up-front expense. The only downside is the engine's somewhat sluggish throttle
response, which can make it difficult to accelerate smoothly from a stop in heavy traffic. In
addition, efficiency-oriented gearing often necessitates frequent shifting in manual
transmission models because there isn't much power for passing in 5th and 6th gears. This
shouldn't be a problem in the sporty RS model, as its transmissions are geared to provide
quicker responses. The more firmly tuned suspension on the RS also sharpens up the car's
handling through turns, while the ride quality remains compliant. The interior of the Chevy

Sonic is attractive enough, though extensive use of hard plastics takes away from the overall
effect. It earns extra points in the comfort category, however, as even tall drivers will be able to
find a workable driving position. Smaller adults will find the rear seats just as accommodating,
with decent amounts of head- and legroom. Gauges and controls are well laid out and easy to
operate. Among the Sonic's more intriguing features is the available MyLink system, which
replaces the traditional stereo head unit with a customizable 7-inch touchscreen interface and
voice controls that are designed to integrate with the driver's smartphone via Bluetooth. This
arrangement makes it possible to use radio apps such as Pandora and Stitcher , as well as add
navigation capabilities via an inexpensive app known as BringGo. Still, like a lot of similar
systems, it's not compatible with all smartphones, and the screen sometimes fails to register
touch inputs, which can be frustrating. The Sonic hatchback offers 19 cubic feet with the rear
seats up, but just Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Sonic. Subpar
fuel economy of base engine cut-rate cabin materials hatchback's mediocre cargo capacity
turbo engine's sluggish throttle response. Vehicle overview. For , the Chevy Sonic gets a few
meaningful additions, including a rearview camera and lane departure and forward collision
warning systems. An RS version of the Sonic sedan debuts late in the model year. Read more.
Sign Up. Unlike the lower-range Sonics that come in sedan or hatchback bodies, the new Sonic
RS is available only with five doors and comes loaded with special equipment that makes the
car stand out among the crowd. No, it is not. The RS upgrade is more focused on style and
driving enjoyment than outright speed, via noticeable exterior, interior and mechanical changes
aimed at making this the ideal Sonic for car enthusiasts. Style-wise, things get a lot better with
an RS-specific nose, a deeper air dam, chrome-trimmed fog lamp shrouds, sill extensions and a
re-profiled rear end with larger spoiler and a big exhaust tip. Unfortunately, the bump in price
means new competitors materialize that are even more fun and much quicker. Click past the
jump for the full review of the Chevrolet Sonic RS. The RS is undoubtedly the best-looking
Sonic models available. The new front bumper and grille are the most striking change. The grille
is RS-specific as are the lower bumper corners that hug the pavement nicely. The rear door
handles are hidden within the C-pillar region to give the impression of a two-door car and the
entire body is smooth, thanks to no Pontiac-style door cladding. The back of the Sonic is less
unique than the front, but it does have some special touches that are only available on the RS.
The Sonic RS also offers some exclusivity via the RS color palette including of white, red, grey
or black. Chevy offers numerous custom wraps and graphics to personalize the RS via its
Chevrolet Graphics configurator. The interior of the RS gets as big an upgrade as the exterior,
with the highlight being the leather and hyper-suede front sport seats with a ribbed design
similar to the Volkswagen Golf GTI. The red theme continues elsewhere inside the RS in places,
like the floor mat trims and the shift knob on manual cars. Rounding out the changes are
aluminum pedal faces and RS-specific graphics in the digital speedo cluster. The changes help
lift a cabin that already had a good design and a solid feature-set versus the competition. By
making the RS a hatchback-only, Chevy has helped revive the hatchback as a sporty and
practical alternative to the boring sedan body style. The Sonic five-door has a really big cargo
area that expands to nearly 48 cubic-feet of cargo space with the seats folded down. The high
roof and relatively wide dimensions also help the Sonic RS feel more substantial inside and
offers passengers more room than expected in this subcompact segment. The dampers and
brakes get much more attention via the lowered suspension and gas-charged rear struts. While
not as good as a fully independent rear, the VXR design allows the Sonic RS to pack a huge
trunk and a flat-load floor. The RS is the only model in the Sonic line to get full disc brakes.
Drums on a new car sound absurd until you realize that the Sonic only weighs 2, pounds. Two
transmissions are offered: a six-speed manual or a six-speed automatic. The automatic is just
as quick as the manual in sprints, while also offering a more relaxed atmosphere on the
highway, thanks to its overdrive acting like a seventh gear ratio. The manual cars get standard
hill start assist that holds the brakes momentarily when the in-car accelerometer senses the car
is on a steep grade. This prevents roll-back while engaging the clutch. Both Sonic RS
configurations reach 60 mph in 7. The Sonic RS turbo engine is small but deceptively powerful
with a low-rev torque peak that enhances driveability. The RS model keeps the stellar efficiency
numbers of the lesser Sonic hatchbacks to top out at 40 mpg on the highway. The driving
experience is greatly enhanced by the RS package by offering tighter body control and more
resistance to under-steer via some extra chassis bracing. The Sonic RS sticks with all the safety
systems from the base cars. This includes the new-for blind spot and lane keeping assist
technology. OnStar is also standard on the Sonic with six-months of free directions provided
audibly by the non-nav stereos in lesser models. OnStar has also broadened its offering to
include vehicle monitoring and app-based remote start, among other features of the
subscription-based service. Ford Fiesta ST. The long-anticipated Fiesta ST was the bulls-eye for

Chevy when developing this car. It needed to match the sportier new styling of the ST Ford and
largely succeeds. The Ford therefore demolishes the Sonic RS in acceleration by more than a
second. Note: the European three-door model is pictured. The U. Fiesta ST is a five-door. Kia
Forte5 Turbo. The new Forte5 is an interesting competitor for the Sonic RS. It packs increased
styling drama in its Turbo GDI trim. The Forte5 looks better than the Chevy from the back, while
the Chevy looks better from the front. The Sonic RS makes really good sense for Chevrolet as a
way to enliven the Sonic brand and offer some additional dynamic thrills. The styling of the
front looks dramatically better than the base Sonics when viewed back-to-back, but is less
noticeable on the road versus base Sonic hatchbacks. The RS provides some meaningful
interior style and equipment changes that reinforce this RS as the sportiest Sonic available.
Some questionable choices are made in the name of cost-saving, including the leather seating
surfaces that are only for the front seats. The Sonic RS is also way down on power compared
with its two closest competitors. Add a free-flowing intake and the car could easily produce
horsepower in just a few hours of DIY-friendly modifications. The lack of a power upgrade
indicates that keeping the very good EPA numbers was the priority. It seems unusual that the
car is so much more expensive than the LTZ model but the leather sports seats, standard
MyLink and handsome new styling make it a worthwhile upgrade for hot hatch fans. This
fictitious model has earth-rattling subwoofers where the back seats would normally live. Just
kidding. Buyers can choose between six-speed manual or automatic transmissions, both
featuring more aggressive final-drive ratios. Vertical intakes at the edges of the fascia reinforce
the wide, low proportion and house the fog lamps. Other features include:. Your browser does
not support HTML5 video. Wheelbase Overall length in. Overall width Overall height Track
Engine Size and Type 1. Read More. Sonic RS turns up the volume. View the full press release
Hide press release. What do you think? Car Finder:. Chevrolet Sonic. Competing Vehicles.
Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Trim Select Trim.
Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive. Fuel System Electronic Fuel Injection. Maximum Horsepower RPM
Maximum Torque RPM Cooling System Capacity quarts 6. Transmission Order Code MH8.
Transmission Description Automatic. Number of Transmission Speeds 6. First Gear Ratio :1 4.
Second Gear Ratio :1 2. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 1. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 1. Sixth
Gear Ratio :1 0. Reverse Ratio :1 2. Final Drive Axle Ratio :1 3. Clutch Size NA. Fuel Economy
and Range. Fuel Tank. Exterior Dimensions. Wheelbase inches Length inches Width, without
mirrors inches Height inches Front Track Width inches Rear Track Width inches Minimum
Ground Clearance inches 4. Liftover Height inches NA. Interior Dimensions. Total Passenger
Volume cubic feet Front Head Room inches Front Leg Room inches Front Shoulder Room
inches Front Hip Room inches Second Row Head Room inches Second Row Leg Room inches
Second Row Shoulder Room inches Second Row Hip Room inches Cargo Area Dimensions.
Trunk Space cubic feet NA. Steering Type Electric Pwr Steering. Steering Ratio :1 Turns, lock to
lock 2. Rear Suspension Type Torsion Beam. Brake Type Pwr. Anti-Lock-Braking System

4-Wheel. Front Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches Rear Brake Rotors, diameter x
thickness inches Rear Drums, diameter x width inches NA. Wheels and Tires. Front Wheel
Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Material Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size inches Compact. Spare
Wheel Material NA. Spare Tire Size Compact. Maximum Trailer Weight, dead weight hitch
pounds NA. Maximum Tongue Weight, dead weight hitch pounds NA. Maximum Trailer Weight,
weight distributing hitch pounds NA. Maximum Tongue Weight, weight distributing hitch
pounds NA. Weight Information. Base Curb Weight pounds Maximum Alternator Capacity amps
Wheels, 17" Mirrors, outside heated power-adjustable, body-color, manual-folding includes
integrated blind spot mirrors Mirror caps have a Black Granite Metallic finish. Bluetooth for
phone, personal cell phone connectivity to vehicle audio system. Enjoy a 3-month trial to the
XM All Access package, with over channels including commercial-free music, all your favorite
sports, exclusive talk and entertainment. With All Access, listen to everything, everywhere, in
your car and on your computer, smartphone or tablet. If you decide to continue your service at
the end of your trial subscription, the plan you choose will automatically renew and bill at
then-current rates until you call to cancel. Other fees and taxes will apply. All fees and
programming subject to change. Seats, front bucket with recline and height-adjustable
headrests. Seat trim, leather-appointed with sueded microfiber inserts. Steering wheel, sport,
3-spoke leather-wrapped with contrasting stitching, flat bottom. Steering wheel controls,
mounted audio and phone interface controls. Instrumentation, with analog tachometer; digital
speedometer, odometer, trip odometer and fuel gauge. Driver Information Center with trip
odometer, fuel range, average fuel economy and average vehicle speed. Windows, power with
driver Express-Up and Down with anti-pinch feature. Bottle holders, 2, on driver and front
passenger doors with storage pockets. Lighting, interior overhead courtesy, rear and d
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ual front reading lamps. Shift knob, leather-trimmed with satin silver and chrome accents.
Brakes, 4-wheel antilock. Air bags, 10 total Always use safety belts and child restraints.
Children are safer when properly secured in a rear seat in the appropriate child restraint. See
the Owner's Manual for more information. Air bags, dual-stage, frontal, driver and right-front
passenger includes Passenger Sensing System Always use safety belts and child restraints. Air
bags, thorax side-impact seat-mounted, side-front and rear outboard seating positions Always
use safety belts and child restraints. Air bags, head curtain, side-front and rear outboard
seating positions Always use safety belts and child restraints. Air bags, knee, driver and front
passenger Always use safety belts and child restraints. Services vary by model and conditions.
Safety belts, 3-point, driver and right-front passenger, height-adjustable includes pretensioners
and load limiters. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below.

